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Before taking up those considerations 
which have to do purely and simply with 
the delive .. ry, aside from the thought, it will 
be worth while to consider here one point 
at which writing and speaking come to-
gether. It is a principle of both written 
and spoken style upon which the authori-
ties upon rhetoric and speech agree. The 
one quality, as has been intimated before, 
,vhich all written and spoken English must 
possess if it is to be completely effective 
is that of clearness. It is not sufficient that 
one may by re-reading a page several times 
be able to arrive at a clear understanding 
of what the author has written. It is 
greatly to be desired that a reader should 
almost instantly know what the author has 
said, and also almost as instantly know 
what he has suggested. 
If it is desirable that written language 
[1) 
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shall be very readily understood, it is 
much more desirable that spoken language 
shall be readily understood. The law 
may be carried in regard to spoken Eng-
lish one step further. It may safely be re-
quired that spoken English shall be so clear 
that it may be instantly understood. The 
situation makes this necessary. One may 
read the printed page a number of times 
in order to glean its exact thought. An 
audience hears a spoken sentence but once; 
it hears the whole paragraph but once; it 
hears· the whole speech but once. If a sen-
tence or a paragraph or any division of 
a speech be at all obscure or vague or am-
biguous, the hearer is put under the neces-
sity of either stopping to think out the 
meaning, thus losing what the speaker is 
now saying, or, of following the speaker as 
he moves ahead, thus failing to get the real 
thought in the faulty passage. Even with a 
moderately slow delivery, speech moves 
rather rapidly; not much time is given to 
the hearer to think; the ref ore, the respon-
sibility rests upon the speaker of making 
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every effort to secure that kind of state-
ment which shall be instantly understood. 
In his essay upon'' Style'' Spencer states 
that, which he is pleased to call the '' law 
of economy.'' He says the writer must 
economize the reader's attention. This is 
a most interesting statement. What is 
meant is just this point that has been dis-
cussed. It will not do for the writer to 
n1ake his reader think much to get what he 
is saying. He wishes the reader to think; 
his writing is a failure pretty largely to the 
degree in which he fails to make the reader 
think, but the thinking ,vhich the reader 
does is to be about ,vhat the writer has 
said and not of ho,v he said it. The 
idea expressed must come to the reader so 
instantly, that the force of his thinking 
can be given to expanding the writer's 
thought, to testing it, to relating it to his 
o,vn kno,vledge or ideas, to comparing it 
with the ideas of others, until the writer's 
thought has become a real possession and 
taken its place in the reader's thought sys-
tem. It need merely be suggested again 
that if the la,v of economy must be ob-
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served by the writer, the speaker is under 
far greater obligations to observe the same 
law. 
It really needs no discussion here to 
show how a speech lacking in clearness 
cannot be made effective however thor-
oughly a speaker may have mastered those 
elements that make for effective delivery. 
But clearness is not the only quality 
which the thought or the matter of a speech 
must have if it is to be effective. There 
are other qualities to be desired, such as 
simplicity of statement, brevity of state .. 
ment, forcefulness of statement, interest-
ingness of statement, and organization. 
Before considering these other qualities 
further, let it be suggested that the speaker 
continuously bear in mind the principle 
that effective delivery is more or less help-
less in the face of ineffective matter, so 
that a consideration very rapidly of the 
elements of effective matter will be an aid 
to our thinking when the elements of effect .. 
ive delivery are considered. 
Simplicity of speech is greatly to be de-
sired. Simplicity of sentence structure, 
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simple words, simple thought development, 
simple illustrations all make for clearness. 
Brevity is another quality of style that 
greatly aids in the obtaining of clearness. 
Much care must be taken, though, to weigh 
carefully the brief statement to ascer-
tain if it does carry the idea as clearly as 
a more fully developed statement would. 
Generally speaking, to multiply words is 
likely to make for confusion. The brief 
sentence is much more easily held in the 
mind than a long sentence. The briefer 
word will be retained in the memory 
longer, and a shorter development of 
thought will be likely to be more appealing 
than the more complex and involved state-
ment. 
Then the matter must be as forcefully 
put as possible. Surely no degree of force 
of delivery can vitalize a weak idea or a 
strong idea weakly stated. Thought must 
be given to see that the word chosen, the 
illustration selected, the sentence structure 
developed, are of the kind which carry the 
full vitality or strength of the idea. But 
even here at this point we may err. It may 
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be possible that all that has been suggested 
as regards forcefulness of statement has 
been observed and still the statement has 
failed to appeal to the mind or spirit of the 
hearer. The matter must be made inter-
esting. A certain idea may not be interest-
ing to one in its present mode of statement 
but may be very interesting to another. 
A distasteful idea may be made to appeal 
to one if the speaker kno,vs ho,v to put it in 
such statement or form as will appeal to 
him through the interest. As this point 
is to be discussed in a future lesson 
it ,vill receive no further attention here, 
and as in the lesson upon outlining, the 
relation of organization of the thought to 
the quality of clearness developed, so that 
it need receive no further treatment here. 
These, then, are the qualities of ef-
fective matter: clearness, simplicity, brev-
ity, forcefulness, ''interestingness'' and 
organization, and it scarcely needs to be 
proved that effective matter will lend itself 
much more readily to effective delivery 
than ,vill ineffective matter. 
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Let us, then, consider the elements of 
effective delivery. r~rhere are five steps in 
speech appeal that make for po,ver. First, 
attracting attention; second, arousing in-
terest; third, creating desire; fourth, ere-
a ting confidence; fifth, obtaining the assent. 
Failure to satisfactorily carry out any one 
of these steps ,vill 111ean a loss of effective-
ness. It ,vill be seen, as has been fully dis-
cussed in another lesson, that if one fails, 
as he con1es before his audience, to attract 
favorable attention he ,vill find it difficult 
to grip the interest throughout his speech. 
The first requisite to arouse the interest is 
that of attracting favorable attention, and 
this favorable attention n1ust depend very 
largely at the beginning upon one's physi-
cal appearance before the audience. Such 
interest, then, as may be secured through 
the attention that has been attracted bv 
., 
one's appearance before an audience must 
be further aroused and intensified through 
a gro-\ving strength of the physical appear-
ance and through a vital, animated, and 
personal type of delivery ,v11en one begins 
to speak. If the mode of speaking bolds 
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the interest sufficiently and the thought 
and its mode of presentation continue to 
arouse the interest, there will grow in the 
audience a desire to hear fully all that the 
speaker has to say. Through the arts of 
delivery and the mode of presentation and 
through the supplying of vital, interesting 
thought, desire to listen will turn into a 
sense of confidence in the speaker. The 
confidence of the audience having been 
secured, there will be little question of 
their acceptance of what the speaker has 
to say. Acceptance of what he says really 
means that the audience assents to what is 
being said, and that it may even be ready to 
act upon that to which they have assented. 
Let there be considered, then, those ele-
ments of delivery which, after favorable 
attention has been attracted by one's bear-
ing before the audience, will have much to 
do in arousing permanent interest, in cre-
ating an intense desire to listen, in develop-
ing real confidence in the speaker and in 
what he has to say, and in securing assent 
to his ideas. 
Much has been said from time to time 
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about private speech and public speech, 
and the inference is often made that there 
is great difference between the two types. 
It must be admitted, considering what 
one hears from the various platforms, 
that in many instances there is great 
difference between private and public 
speech. But in reality there ought not 
to be such a difference or differences. 
It may be justly said that a rather 
trustworthy standard of effective public 
speech may be found in effective private 
speech with just this difference, if it may 
be called a difference, that effective public 
speech is effective private speech enlarged 
and intensified. While this may not be 
true to the last particular, it is so largely 
true that it is a safe standard. It surely 
must be admitted that the qualities which 
will make conversation interesting or 
forceful or compelling to but one auditor 
or a half dozen, as in a social group, will 
make the san1e matter equally interesting 
and forceful and compelling if enlarged 
and intensified so that it will reach fifty or 
five hundred or five thousand. It may be 
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said that when the realm of eloquence is 
reached there will be a difference. This 
again is not so much a matter of dif-
ference as it is a matter of intensification, 
the larger number of minds working upon 
the speaker's mind so subtly as to produce 
a higher operation of the imagination and 
other thought and expressional impulses. 
But in these series of lessons the concern 
is not ,vith the development of eloquence, 
but the developn1ent of that more general 
type of effective speech, ,vhich is within the 
reach of nearly everyone. 
In effective conversation there is a 
sense of intimacy established bet,veen the 
speaker and his little audience. r_rhis brings 
about a quality of delivery known as direct-
ness of voice. The personal bearing is 
directed in as definite a manner as possible 
to,vard the hearer or the small group of 
hearers. Effective public speech must 
have the sa1ne quality of directness. There 
must be an eagerness sho,vn by the speaker 
to come into as close and persona I touch 
,vith his audience as he can. His eves n1ust ,, 
not roa1n to the floor or to the C(liling or 
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out of the window, but must keenly and 
continuously hold the eyes of his audience. 
Distinctness of speech is another quality 
of really excellent conversation, and the 
public speaker must realize that his enun-
ciation and pronunciation must be more 
positively marked-yet smoothly uttered-
if the audience is to understand it readily. 
Another mark of successful conversation 
is the well-modulated voice, the voice that 
is continually changing its· pitch, and this 
quality must surely be considered one of 
the essentials of successful public speech. 
A well-modulated voice is not only natur-
ally pleasing to the ear, attractive to the 
hearer, out is also far more capable of ex-
pressing the finer and more subtle shades 
of meaning. 
Another element that makes conversa-
tion distinctly pleasurable to listen to is 
that of life, of animation, of vivacity. 
These same qualities, intensified and en-
larged so that they will reach a large 
audience, will do much to bring about eager 
attention. There are three further char-
acteristics of successful conversation that 
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in public speech are really vital. These 
are charm of manner, tact, and magnetism. 
They all may be developed to a greater or 
less extent by anyone who is desirous of 
cultivating the1n. It is true that many 
men and women are lacking in all of these 
last-named characteristics, having little of 
charm and frequently showing a lack of 
tact, and possessing no real magnetism. 
Surely charm of manner but adds to ef-
fectiveness of public speech. The lack of 
it has frequently wrecked a speech. The 
possession of real magnetism is a pos-
session that is well-nigh priceless. One 
other and final point may be considered as 
being a characteristic of fine conversational 
powers·, and that is the characteristic of 
excellent judgment. Judgment and tact 
are unquestionably closely related and 
need to be cultivated as perhaps parallel 
speech virtues, yet surely good judgment 
in matters of conversation will mean good 
judgment ,vhen appealing to the larger 
public audience. 
EXERCISES. 
These exercises are provided as a means of testing the 
students' knowledge of the subject and for training 
through actual practice. Exercises are not to be sent 
back to the School. 
1. Listen, very observingly, for a week's 
time, to conversation, business and social. 
Each evening, select several of those whose 
conversation you have listened to, and set 
down upon paper a statement of those 
characteristics of effective speech each per-
son possessed. In an opposite column set 
down those characteristics which were 
lacking. 
2. If you listened to someone whos-e mat-
ter ,vas poorly expressed both as to sen-
tence structure and delivery, think over 
very carefully the thought this individual 
attempted to express, and then state it 
orally to a small group of persons whom 
you imagine to be standing around you in 
a social relation. Make every effort to 
improve upon both the style and delivery 
of the original speaker. 
3. !1ake an effort to hear some one speak 
[ 1~ J 
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in public, and afterward write out your 
criticism of its effectiveness according to 
the standards given in Lesson No. 6. 
4. Select one of the speeches from Text 
Book '' Selected Speeches for Practice,'' 
which you have already memorized, and 
give it several times. After each delivery, 
analyze what you have done, to ascertain 
which of the elements of effective delivery 
you succeeded in applying. 
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